Kelly Cooper (AZ-04) Extreme and Dangerous
Overview
Kelly Cooper's views aren't just extreme, they're dangerous.
Summary
Voters across the district, including Latino voters, need to see broadcast and cable TV ads, and ads on OTT and
YouTube about Cooper’s extreme positions.
•

Cooper attacked law enforcement, supported defunding the FBI, and compared federal agents to the Nazi
SS and the Gestapo. Cooper has even supported an extremist with a history of collaborating with Proud
Boys and Neo Nazis.

Voters across the district, including Latino voters, need to see broadcast and cable TV ads, and ads on OTT and
YouTube about how in Congress, Cooper would be a MAGA Republican who would put his allegiance to Trump
ahead of the Constitution and the people of Arizona.
•

Cooper refuses to acknowledge Joe Biden was legitimately elected president, and has been spreading lies
and false information about voting in Arizona. Cooper even called for releasing the violent insurrectionists
who stormed the Capitol on January 6th who attempted to overturn the election.

Cooper attacked law enforcement, supported defunding the FBI, and compared federal
agents to the Nazi SS and the Gestapo. Cooper has even supported an extremist with a
history of collaborating with Proud Boys and Neo Nazis
Cooper attacked law enforcement, supported defunding the FBI,
Kelly Cooper Retweeted Rep. Ronny Jackson, Claiming That Biden Was Using The FBI To Go After
Trump.

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, Accessed 8/11/22]
Kelly Cooper Retweeted Rep. Andy Biggs Tweet Claiming That The FBI Raid On Mar A Lago Was Like A
Raid Muammar Gaddafi Would Conduct.

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, Accessed 8/31/22]

Kelly Cooper Liked A Tweet By Paul Gosar Calling For The “Complete Dismantling And Elimination Of
The Democrat Brown Shirts Known As The FBI.”

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, Likes, Accessed 8/11/22]

and compared federal agents to the Nazi SS and the Gestapo.
Kelly Cooper Compared IRS Agents To The Nazi SS And The Gestapo. “HOST: It’s about 3,500 agents per
state and with the need to justify their existence and given unprecedented authority and power, it sounds a lot like
the SS or the Gestapo that was used in tyrannical governments before. And is that an extreme way to see the
situation do you think? COOPER: I don’t think so at all. I think this is, based on history and what we’ve seen so far
the last two years, that feels exactly like what this is.” [Interview on America’s Mom, Frank Speech TV Show,
8/17/22]

Cooper has even supported an extremist with a history of collaborating with the Proud Boys and
Neo-Nazis.
Kelly Cooper Liked A Tweet By Paul Gosar Calling For The “Complete Dismantling And Elimination Of
The Democrat Brown Shirts Known As The FBI.”

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, Likes, Accessed 8/11/22]
HEADLINE: “Rep. Paul Gosar's Lengthy Ties To White Nationalists, Pro-Nazi Blogger And Far-Right
Fringe Received Little Pushback For Years.” [CNN, 3/6/22]
Gosar Spoke At A Conference Organized By White Nationalist Nick Fuentes. “Gosar is now facing scrutiny
over his ties to extremists after speaking via video at a conference organized by White nationalist Nick Fuentes.
Gosar spoke in person at the event last year. And both Gosar, and his colleague Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene of
Georgia, who spoke in person at the conference this year, have been condemned by Republican leaders over their
appearances.” [CNN, 3/6/22]
Gosar Has Long Associations With White Nationalists And Neo-Nazis. “Gosar's ties to extremists go back
further than the violent social media posts he was censured for. He has long associations with White nationalists, a
pro-Nazi blogger and far-right fringe players that have received little examination compared to his colleagues,
according to an extensive CNN KFile review of Gosar's events and social media posts over the years.” [CNN,
3/6/22]
Paul Gosar Posed For A Photo With A Member Of The Proud Boys. “Gosar gained attention recently for a
photo that appears to show him posing with a member of the Proud Boys, a known white supremacist group.”
[AZCentral, 7/24/20]

Gosar Wanted To Use Far-Right Proud Boys Group To Disrupt Certification Of The 2020 Elections In
Arizona. “Gosar wanted to use the far-right Proud Boys group to disrupt the certification of the 2020 election in
Arizona” [Salon, 6/2/21]

Cooper refuses to acknowledge Joe Biden was legitimately elected president, and has been
spreading lies and false information about voting in Arizona. Cooper even called for
releasing the violent insurrectionists who stormed the Capitol on January 6th who
attempted to overturn the election.
Cooper refuses to acknowledge Joe Biden was legitimately elected president, and has been
spreading lies and false information about voting in Arizona.
Cooper Refused To Acknowledge That Joe Biden Was The Legitimately Elected President. DIAMOND &
SILK: “I want you to give me your honest answer. Do you believe that the 2020 election was stolen from President
Donald J. Trump and we, the American people?” COOPER: “I believe that 2000 Mules showed us very clearly that
there are, there is ballot harvesting, ballot harvesting invalidates those votes, I don’t know that there’s a different
answer.” [Cooper on Diamond & Silk, 5/23/22] (VIDEO)
Cooper Said That There Was “Very Clearly […] Ballot Harvesting” That “Invalidates Those Votes” In The
2020 Election. DIAMOND & SILK: “I want you to give me your honest answer. Do you believe that the 2020
election was stolen from President Donald J. Trump and we, the American people?” COOPER: “I believe that 2000
Mules showed us very clearly that there are, there is ballot harvesting, ballot harvesting invalidates those votes, I
don’t know that there’s a different answer.” [Cooper on Diamond & Silk, 5/23/22] (VIDEO)
Cooper: “In Arizona, As In So Many Other Places, The 2020 Elections Were A Disaster.” “We must ensure
not only the integrity of our elections, but the ability to validate the outcomes. In Arizona, as in so many other
places, the 2020 elections were a disaster. Rules changed by unelected bureaucrats. So-called emergency voting
centers that were heavily skewed in liberal areas. Questions about signature verification and ballot security. And in
the end, millions of Arizonans couldn’t help but wonder if their vote really counted. Instead of addressing these
issues head on, Nancy Pelosi, Greg Stanton and the far left in Congress are working to nationalize our elections.
This one size fits all approach would be a disaster for Arizona…it’s not about integrity, it’s a power grab, plain and
simple. In Congress, I’ll protect our sacred right to vote, and make it harder to cheat. That is the only way to ensure
confidence in our system and strength in our Democracy.” [Kelly Cooper for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]
Cooper Complained About “Rules Changed By Unelected Bureaucrats,” “So-Called Emergency Voting
Centers That Were Heavily Skewed In Liberal Areas,” And “Questions About Signature Verification And
Ballot Security.” “We must ensure not only the integrity of our elections, but the ability to validate the outcomes.
In Arizona, as in so many other places, the 2020 elections were a disaster. Rules changed by unelected bureaucrats.
So-called emergency voting centers that were heavily skewed in liberal areas. Questions about signature
verification and ballot security. And in the end, millions of Arizonans couldn’t help but wonder if their vote really
counted. Instead of addressing these issues head on, Nancy Pelosi, Greg Stanton and the far left in Congress are
working to nationalize our elections. This one size fits all approach would be a disaster for Arizona…it’s not about
integrity, it’s a power grab, plain and simple. In Congress, I’ll protect our sacred right to vote, and make it harder to
cheat. That is the only way to ensure confidence in our system and strength in our Democracy.” [Kelly Cooper for
Congress, accessed 5/4/22]
Cooper: “In The End, Millions Of Arizonans Couldn’t Help But Wonder If Their Vote Really Counted.”
“We must ensure not only the integrity of our elections, but the ability to validate the outcomes. In Arizona, as in so
many other places, the 2020 elections were a disaster. Rules changed by unelected bureaucrats. So-called
emergency voting centers that were heavily skewed in liberal areas. Questions about signature verification and
ballot security. And in the end, millions of Arizonans couldn’t help but wonder if their vote really counted. Instead
of addressing these issues head on, Nancy Pelosi, Greg Stanton and the far left in Congress are working to

nationalize our elections. This one size fits all approach would be a disaster for Arizona…it’s not about integrity,
it’s a power grab, plain and simple. In Congress, I’ll protect our sacred right to vote, and make it harder to cheat.
That is the only way to ensure confidence in our system and strength in our Democracy.” [Kelly Cooper for
Congress, accessed 5/4/22]
Cooper: “Our Election Integrity Has Been Deeply Compromised By Progressives Like Our Secretary Of
State Katie Hobbs.”

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, 3/4/22]
Cooper: “The 2020 Elections Clearly Caused Folks To Explore Just How Much They Could Get Away
With!”

[Twitter, @KellyCooperAZ, 2/12/22]

Cooper even called for releasing the violent insurrectionists who stormed the Capitol on January
6th who attempted to overturn the election.
Cooper: “The Prisoners Of January 6 Need To Be Released On Day 1. I’ll Make Every Effort To Make Sure
That Happens.” QUESTION: “We’re here to ask you what you’re going to do about our patriotic political
prisoners of January 6?” COOPER: “So the prisoners of January 6 need to be worked to be released on day 1. I’ll
make every effort to make sure that happens.” [YouTube, Look Ahead America, 4/14/22] (VIDEO)

